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On periodic solutions of nonlinear second order differential 
systems 
Ravi P. Agarwal (*) 
ABSTRACT 
The paper deals with the second order differential systems with periodic boundary conditions. 
In the first part of the paper four different methods are employed to find the unique solution of 
the linear systems. One of the methods i  a shooting type which converts the periodic boundary 
value problem into its equivalent initial value problem. In the second part of the paper several 
sufficient conditions are provided for the existence and uniqueness for the nonlinear systems. The 
technique developed for the linear systems to convert into its equivalent initial value problem is 
used in an iterative way for the nonlinear systems. It is shown that the iterations converge 
quadratically. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This is in Continuation to our work done in [1] to [4]. 
In this paper we are concerned with the system of n - 
nonlinear second order differential equations and the 
periodic boufidary conditions :
d2x - f (t,x) (1.1) 
dt 2 
x(0) = x(T) (1.2) 
x'(0) = x'(T) (1.3) 
where, 
x = nx 1 vector with elements Xl,X 2 .... ,x n 
£ = nx I vector with elements fl(t,x), £2(t,x) ..... fn(t,x). 
In section 2, we have obtained several methods to 
find the unique solution of the linear system 
d2x = A(t)x + q~(t) (1.4) 
dt 2 
satisfying the periodic boundary conditions (1.2), 
(1.3). We have also given a shooting type method to 
convert (1.4), (1.2), (1.3) into its equivalent initial 
value problem. 
In section 3, we have provided several sufficient 
conditions for the existence of the solutions of (1.1) - 
(1.3). The technique developed for the linear systems 
to convert into its equivalent initial value problem in 
section 2 is used in an iterative way for the problem 
(1.1) - (1.3). It is shown that the iterations converge 
quadratically. An estimate for the error is also given. 
Some practical problems and their solutions using the 
methods of this paper and of [3] will be published 
later. 
2. LINEAR SYSTEMS 
With regard to the equation (1.4) we make the follow- 
hag assumptions : 
(1) A(t) is a continuous matrix and ~(t) is a continuous 
vector. 
(2) A(t) is a continuous periodic matrix of perio d T 
and ~b(t) is a continuous periodic vector of the : 
same period. 
Lemma 2.1. 
Let the conditions (1) be satisfied. Then there exists 
a unique solution of (1.4) satisfying x(0) = C 1, x'(0) 
= C 2 for any constant vectors C1, C 2, which is given 
by 
t 
x(t) = UI(t)C 1 + U2(t)C 2 +f0 G(t,s) ~b(s) ds (2.1) 
where 
G(t,s)--[U1(t)U;1(s)-U2(t)U21(s)] 
and gl(t) ,  U2(t ) are the matrix solutions of the 
homogeneous system 
d~ := A(t)y 
dt 2 
satisfying UI(O ) = E (unit matrix), UI(0 ) = 0, 
u2(o) = o u2(o) = E. 
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2.1. Method of complementary functions 
Theorem 2.2. 
Let the condition (2) be satisfied. Then there exists a 
unique periodic solution of (1.4), (1.2), (1.3) ff and 
only ff the 2n x 2n matrix 
[UI(T E] U 2 (T) ] 
A= 
[U i (T) [U 2 iT) -El 
is nonsingular. Also, this solution can be written as 
T 
x(t) = f0 H(t,s) ~b(s) ds (2.3) 
where H(t,s) is the continuous and piece-wise continu- 
ously differentiable matrix (Green's matrix). 
x'(T,p) - x'(0,p) = 0, (2.5) 
where x(t,p) is the solution of (1.4), (2.4)• Condition 
(2.5) is equivalent to 
T 
J'_ [A(t) x(t,p) + ~b (t)] dt  = 0. (2.6) 
o 
Lemma 2.5• 
Let the condition (1) be satisfied. Then there exists a 
unique solution of (1.4) satisfying 
x ' (0 )  = x ' (T )  = q (any constant vector) (2.7)  
if and only if the matrix UI(T ) is nonsingular. 
Proof 
The proof is same as of lemma 2.3. 
Proof 
From lemma 2.1 any solution of (1.4) is expressed by 
(2.1). This solution will satisfy (1.2) and (1.3) if and 
only ff 
T 
C1 = UI(T)C1 + U2(T)C2 + f0 G(T,s) ~(s) ds 
T 
C2 = UI(T)C1 ÷ U2(T)C2 +f0 Gt(T's) ~b (s) ds. 
Since det A ~ 0, above equations will have a unique 
solution for C 1 and C 2. On subsituting these values of 
C 1 and C 2 in (2.1) we obtain the required periodic 
solution• 
2.2. Methods of two point boundary value problems 
Lemma 2.3. 
Let the condition (1) be satisfied. Then there exists a 
unique solution of (1.4) satisfying 
x(0) :- x(T) = p (any constant vector) (2.4) 
if and only if the matrix U 2 (T) is nonsingular. 
Proof 
The solution x(t) given by (2.1) will satisfy (2.4) if 
and only ff 
p= C 1 
T 
P = UI(T)C1 + U2(T)C2 + f0 G(T,s) ~ (s) ds. 
Since det U2(T ) ~ 0, above equations will have a 
unique solution for C 1 and C 2. Onsubstituting these 
values ofC 1 and C 2 in (2.1) we obtain the solution of 
(1.4) satisfying (2.4). 
Theorem 2.4 
Let the condition (2) be satisfied and the matrix U2(T ) 
be nonsingular. Then there exists a solution (unique 
solution) of (1.4), (1.2), (1.3) ff and only if there 
exists some p (unique p) for which 
Theorem 2.6. 
Let the condition (2) be satisfied and the matrix U. (T) 
• • • l be nonsingular. Then there exists a solution (umque 
solution) of (1.4), (1.2), (1.3) if and only ff there exists 
some q (unique q) for which 
x (T,q) - x (0,q) = 0, (2.8) 
where x (t,q) is the solution of (1.4), (2.7). 
2.3. Shooting type method 
Here we shall show how to convert periodic boundary 
value problem (1.4), (1.2), (1.3) to its equivalent initial 
value problem provided the conditions of theorem 2.2 
or its equivalent conditions are satisfied. 
In component form the system (1.4) is 
d2xi n 
- :g a.. (t)  + e l ( t )  (2.9)  
at 2 j= l l J  xj . 
Also the adjoint system for (2.9) is 
d2yi n 
-~ ~ a_- i (t) yj. (2.10) 
dt 2 j= l J  
Multiplying (2.9) by Yi and summing over all the 
n equations, to obtain 
n 
n d2xi ~ ~ (t) Yi + ~l~bi (t) Yi" E y i - -=  i=l dt 2 i=1 j= l  aij xj 
(2.11) 
Also multiply (2.10) by x i and summing over all the n 
equations, we f'md 
n d2yi ~ ~ xi" x i ~ =  (t) (2.12) 
i=l at 2 i=l  j= l  aJ i YJ 
Substracting (2.12) ~rom (2.11), we obtain 
n d2xl d2yi ) n 
(Yi - -  - xi - -  = i~=1 ~bi (t) Yi " (2.13) 
i= 1 dt 2 dt 2 
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On integrating (2.13), over the interval [0,T], we get 
n 
E [Yi(T) xi(T) - xi(T ) y~(T) - Yi(0)xi(0) + xi(0 ) yi(0)] 
i= 1 
Tn  
= f0 i~_i.=. ~i (t) Yi (t) dt. (2.14) 
Now to use equality (2.14), we integrate the adjoint 
system (2.10) backward 2n times, with the terminal 
conditions as 
U) y. (T)= 0, 
1 
(s) 
y. (T) =  is, 
1 
• U) 
y. (T) = ~ij (2.15) 
1 
,(sT 
y. (T) = 0 (2.16) 
I 
where i,j,s = 1,2,...,n and the superscript (j) and (s) 
represent the jth and sth backward integrations. Sub- 
stituting (2.15) and (2.16) in (2.14) and using (1,2), 
(1,3) to obtain 
 yU)  i(°7 y[ (J) . (0) x" (0) + (0) -xj(0) "=1 1 i i=1 t 
T n yO) 
= f0 (t) (t) dt 
, (s) , n y'(S)... 
Xs(0)- i=1 ~ Yi (0)xi (0)+ i=Zl xi(0) x (07 (2.17) 
T (s) 
=f0  i=l  ~ Oi(tly.1 ( t ldt  
j,s = 1,2,...,n. 
The generation of (2.17) is 2n equations in 2n un- 
knowns xi(0), x~(0) (i = 1,2 ..... n). Hence to Fred the 
solution of (1.4), (1.2), (1.3) we need only 2n back- 
ward integrations of the adjoint system (2.10) with 
the conditions (2.157, (2.167 and one integration of 
(1.4) with the obtained valued of xi(0 ) and x~(0) for 
the total of 2n+1 integrations. 
Example 2.7 
Consider the boundary value problem 
d2x 
+ co2x = sin t (60=0.75) (2.18) 
dt 2 
x(0) = x (27r) (2.19) 
x'(0) = x' (21r). (2.20) 
The general solution of (2.18) is 
x(t) = ClCOScot + c9~ lsincot + 1 sint - 1 sincot. 
-co 6o2_1 co(co2_1 ) 
(2.21) 
Here as in theorem 2.2 the matrix 
is nonsingular and hence the unique solution of (2.18) 
- (2.20) is 
x(t) = 1 sint. (2.22) 
602_1 
The unique solution of (2.187 satisfying x(0)=x(21r)=p 
is 
1 sin t x (t,p) = p cos cot - p sin cot + 
which on using theorem 2.4 gives p = 0 and hence the 
unique solution of (2.18) - (2.20) as (2.22). 
The unique solution of (2.18) satisfying 
x ' (0)  = x ' (2 . )= q is 
x( t ,q )=[q  1 ] (cos co t + sin co t) + 1 sint 
¢o(co2-1) 6o2-1 
which on using theorem 2.6 gives q - 1 and. 
6o2_1 
hence the unique solution of (2.18) - (2.20) as (2.22). 
The solution of d2y + ¢o2y = 0 
dt 2 
satisfying y (2rr) = 0, y'(2z 0 = 1 is ! cos co t and the 
CO 
solution satisfying y(21r) = 1, y'(2zr) = 0 is - sin co t. 
The equations (2.17) for this problem are 
-Xl(0 ) - xl(0 ) = sin t .  -- cos cot at 
co 
, 2~" 
Xl(0 ) - co x I (0) = - f0 sin t .  sin cot at 
which on solving gives Xl(0 ) = 0, x1(0 ) - 1 . This 
co2_1 
result agrees with one obtained irectly (2.22) as it 
should. 
Remark 
We have given four methods to f~md the unique solution 
of (1.4), (1.2), (1.3). In example 2.7 if we take 
60 = 1.5 then also there exists a unique solution given 
by (2.227, but it is easy to see that there is no solution 
of the boundary value problems (2.4) and (2.7) and 
hence the results of theorems 2.4 and 2.6 cannot be 
used. 
3. NONLINEAR SYSTEMS 
Theorem 3.1 
Let the function f(t,x) be continuous and satisfy 
n 
Ifi(t'x(t))- fi(t'y(t))l ¢ j~=l kij Ixj(t) - yj(t)l (3.1) 
(i= 1,2 ..... n) 
on [0,T] xC [0,T]. Then, the boundary value problem 
(1.1), (2.4) has a unique solution provided 
K~ 0, P(K) < 8_8 (3.2) 
T 2 
where K is the matrix (kij) and p(K) is the spectral 
radius of K. 
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Retook  
The condition (3.2) can be improved as 
K~0, pig)< 4x/g 
(V~-I) T 2" 
(3.3) 
Theorem 3.2 
Let the hypotheses of theorem 3.1 hold. Then there 
exists a solution (unique solution 7of (1.17 - (1.3) ff 
and 0nly if there exists some p (unique p) for which 
x' (T, p)-  x' (0, p) = 0 (3.4) 
where x(t,p) is the solution of (1.1), (2.4). Condition 
(3.4) is equivalent to 
T 
f0 fit, x (t,p)] dt = 0. (3.5) 
For some sufficient conditions o that (3.47 holds see 
[61, [71. 
Theorem 3.3 
Let all solutions of initial value problems for (1.17 
extend to [0,T] and fe  C[[0, T] x Rn]. Let there 
exist constants "K > 0 and C > 0 such that 
M <~ KC (3.6) 
vchere 
M = max{llKx + f(t,x)ll, t e [O,T], Ilxll ~ C}. 
Then there exists ¢o0, 0 < 6o0 ~ ~-'-- ' such that for 
every co, 0 < co ~ 6o0 the periodic boundary value 
problem : eg. (1.1) and 
x t0) = x (6o) 
x' (O) = x' (6o) (3.7) 
has a solution. 
Proof 
The problem (1.1), (3.7) is equivalent to the integral 
equation 
6o 
x( t )=f  G(t,s) {Kx(s )+f [s ,x (s ) ] )ds  (3.8) 
0 
/f 
where co e (0, -~  l and G (t,s) is the Green's 
function. 
cos4~ (s-t+~) O~s~t~6o 
1 G(t,s) . . . . . . . . .  
2,j sin -6o 
2 
Let B = (x ~C[0,6o] : tlx(t)ll ~ C) and define the 
operator U on B by 
03 
U x (t) = f0 G(t,s) [K x (s) + f (s, x (s))] ds. (3.9) 
Then, 
O2 
IIU x (t)ll ~ Mf  0 G (t,s) ds = M - - - . -  
K 
since G (t,s) ~ 0. Hence because of (3.6) the operator 
U maps B continuously into itself, so it follows from 
Schauder's fixed point theorem that (3.9) has a fLxed 
point x(t) such that 
fix (t)ll < C. 
Remark 
The result of theorem 3.3 holds even if the function f
depends on x' also. For this, we replace M by 
M = rn.ax {ilK x + f(t ,  x, x')fl, t~  [0,T], IIxll < c, llx'll < x/K C}. 
and B as 
B = (x ~C(1) [0, ¢o]: ,x, < C, ,x', ~ 4~ C). 
Then the operator U on B takes the form 
6O 
U x (t) =f0  C(t's) {K x (s) + f[s, x (s), x' (s)]}ds. 
Since 
ItU x (t)It < M 
K 
and 




+: sin (sty-7 ds +: sine  (stY-) as] 
t 2 t+6o/2 2 
= M 17. gQsx/~ ¢°]2 g M,  for 0 < t g 6o/2 
,/~ sin4R 6o/2 , /~ .  
also, 
M t-6o/2 sinx/K (s-t+2) ds 
2 sinJX ~/2 [:o - 
t _ 6O 
+f  sin~/K (s-t+~) ds + f - sinx/K (s-t-2) ds ] 
t-6o/2 2 t 
=M ! 'c°s3/K6o/2 <.__M--  for~<~ t~< 60, 
sin x/K 6o/2 x/K' 2 
U maps B continuously into itself because of (3.6). 
This corrects an error on the paper by Mehri and 
Hamedani [5], who consider the case when n = 1 
(personal communication from Prof. L. K. Jackson 
1976). 
Corollary 3.4. 
Let in addition to the hypotheses of theorem 3.3 the 
function F(t,x)=Kx+f(t,x) satisfy the Lipschitz 
condition of the form 
,Fit ,  x (t)]-Fit ,  y (t)]ll g LUx(t) - y(t)U (3.10) 
on [0, co] x B. Then there exists a unique solution of 
(1.1), (3.7) provided L < K. 
Proof 
De£me the operator U as in (3.9). If x(t), y(t) ~ B, 
then we have, onusing (3.10) 
O2 
flUx (t) -Uy  (t)ll < L Itx(t) -y(t)il f G (t,s) ds 
0 
L llx ( t ) -  y (t)lt. 
K 
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Hence the operator U is contracting, so there exists a 
unique fixed point. 
Theorem 3.5 
Let there exist constants K > 0 and C > 0 such that 
M ~< K C "(3.11) 
and 
Iql 2- ~ ~<C (3.12) 
where 
M= maxfllKx + f(t,x)ll, t ~ [0,T], Ilxll ~< 2 C). 
Then there exists TO, 0 < T o ~< ~K, :such  that 
for every T, 0 < T ~< T 0, the boundary value problem: 
equation (1.1) and 
x' (0) = x' (T) = q (3.13) 
has a solution. 
Proof 
The proof (1.1), (3.13) is equivalent to the integral 
equation 
T 
x(t) = q t + f0 G(t,s) {K x (s) + f Is, x (s)] } ds 
where T ~ (0, 9 -~]  and G (t,s) is the Green's function 
1 I cosx/K t cosx/K (T-s) 0gt~<.s~T 
G (t,s) .- ~/K, s~x/-K T (cos~ s cosx/K (T-t) 0¢set~T.  
Let B1 = (x ~C[0, T]: IIx(t)ll <~ 2 C)and deE'me the 
operator U on B 1 by 
T 
U x(t) = q t + f0 G(t,s) (K x(s) + f[s, x(s)]) ds. (3.14) 
Then 
T 
~" +M , u x(t)tl Iql fo C(t,s) as 
<~C+ M ~2C 
K 
since G (t,s) > 0 and using (3.11), (3.12). Hence the 
conclusion follows as in theorem 3.3. 
Corollary 3.6 
Let in addition to the hypotheses of theorem 3.5 the 
function F(t,x) = Kx + f(t,x) satisfy the Lipschitz 
condition of the form (3.10) on [0, T] )( B 1. Then 
there exists a unique solution o£ (1.1), (3.13) provided 
L<K.  
Theorem 3.7 
Let the hypotheses of corollary 3.6 hold. Then there 
exists a solution (unique solution) of  (1.1) - (1.3) if 
and only if there exists some q (unique q) for which 
x (T,  q) - x (0 ,  q) = 0 (3 .15)  
where x(t,q) is the solution of (1.1), (3.13). 
In the rest of the paper we 
shall assume that the boundary value problem (1.1) - 
(1.3) has a unique solution. It will also be assumed 
that the function f(t,x) is periodic of period T so that 
there exists a unique periodic solution. We will also 
impose sufficient conditions on the function f(t,x) so 
that the solution of (1.1) exists, unique and stable for 
any given initial conditions. 
Now we shall show how the method used for linear 
periodic boundary value problems (in section 2) to 
convert its equivalent initial value problem can be used 
in an iterative way to find missing initial conditions 
for the nonlinear periodic boundary value problem 
(1.1) - (1.3). We shall show how in each iteration the 
assumed initial conditions will improve, and the process 
will converge quadratically. In fact, we shall show that 
the method is equivalent to solving a system of non- 
linear equations using Newton's method. 
Assume trial values xi(0 ), x~(0) (i= 1,2 ..... n) and integrate 
(1.1), let xi(t ) be solutions. Let us consider a nearby 
solution xi(t ) + ~xi(t ), i = 1,2,...,n where 8 xi(t ) is 
called the variation, a first order correction to xi(t ) to 
produce the actual solution of (1.1) - (1.3). 
The differential equations of the nearby equations are 
x~'(t) +8 x~'!t)=fi[t,xl(t)-~5 Xl(t ), x2(t)+b x2(t),... 
• ..., Xn(t ) + ~ Xn(t)] (3.16) 
i = 1,2,...n. 
Expanding the right hand side of (3.16) in a Taylor's 
series up to and including first order terms, we obtain 
the variational equations 
8 x~'(t) = j= l  axj ~ xj (t), (3.17) 
i = 1,2,...,n, 
where the partial derivatives ~fi h are evaluated at 
(Xl,X 2 ..... Xn). 
The adjoint equations to the variational equations are 
y~'= [ ~ , i=  1,2 ..... n. (3.18) 
j=l i YJ 
The identity (2.14) f~  (3.17) and (3.18) reduces to 
n 
[Yi(T) 8 x~(T) - ~ xi(T ) Yi(T) - Yi(0) ~ x~(0) 
i=1 
+ 8 xi(0 ) y~(0)] = 0. (3.!9) 
Now let us denote qj = xj(T) - xj(0) and qj=xj(T)-xj(0), 
we define the variation in qj and qi as follows 
8 qj = qj (true)-qj (calc) =-[xj(T)-xi(O) ] (calc) (3.20) 
t i( )xi(o)l (o.,o) 
We define the variation in qj and qj another way as 
~qj = 8xj (T) -8 xj(0) (3.21) 
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From (3.20) and (3.21), we obtain 
8 xj (T) = 8 xj(0) -[xj (T) -xj (0)1 (calc) 
(3.22) 
[xj 8 xj (T) = 8 xj(0) - (T)- xj (0)1 (ca tc) 
Now integrating adjoint equations (3.18) backward 
with the conditions (2.15) and (2.16), we finally 
obtain 
~)(o) y(J)'(o) 8x~(O)+ n - 8 xj(T) - i=lY 2; 8 x.(0) = 0 
i=l , i 
8 X's(T )- ~ y (s)(0) 8 x[(0) + ~ 8 x.(0) y(S)(0) (3~3) 
i=¢1 i i=1 1 i 
In (3.23) for eachj and s, a xj(T) and a xi(T ) are 
known from (3.22) and hence (3.23) gives the values 
of 8 xj(O) and 8 xi(O ). 
Since equations (3.17) for ~ xi(t ) and (3.22) are only 
approximate systems the process of f'mding the true 
solutions will be an iterative process. The equations 
(3.23) using (3.22) are better written as 
-[8 xj(0)]( k)- i}ltYO )(o)l(k)[8 (k) 
8xi )](k)[ (j)')](k) + [ (0 y (0 
"m i 1 
= -f[xj (T)- xj (0)] (ca]c)} (k) 
[8 X's(O)] (k)- ~ l[yl s) (O)](k)[8 x~(O)] (k) 
+ ~ [8 xi(0)](k)[y(S)'(0)](k)= {[xj'(T)_xj(0)](calc)}! k) 
i=1 i (3.24) 
For the next iteration through the process the new 
conditions are found from 
[xj (0)](k+l)= [xj (O)](k)+ [5 xj (0)] (k) 
(3.25) 
[xj (O)](k+l)= [x] (O)](k)+[5 xj (O)](k),j=l,2 ..... n 
and the calculations will terminate whenever 
max {8 xj (0), ~ x i (0), j = 1,2 ..... n) is less than a 
preassigned tolerance. 
Thus for the nonlinear systems the method is iterative, 
and also computes only the corrections to the trial 
values for the missing conditions at the point 0. 
Now we shall show that the method is equivalent to 
solving a system of nonlinear equations using Newton's 
method. For this we denote the solution of (1,1) by 
xi[t,Xl(0),x2(0 ) ..... xn(0 ),x~(0) ..... Xn(0)] (i=1,2 ..... n) 
which is continuously dependent on xj(0), xj(0) 
(j= 1,2,...,n). 
If we define 
~j (t) = xj (t,...) - xj (0) 
then solving (1.1) - (1.3) is equivalent to finding xi(0), 
x[(0) for which ¢j (W)= 0 and ¢i (W)= 0. 
Assume that kth approximation to the missing condi- 
tions x.-(0), x-~(0) i= 1,2 ..... n has been found. Newton's 
metho~ give as the (k+l)st approximation for all i by 
the equations 
a q~IP)(T) 
[¢)!P)(T)](k)+ ~1 [ • -] {[xi(0)](k+l)-[x (0)] (k)} 
j i= a x i (0) i 
n a ¢{P)(T) (0)](k+l)_[x,.(0)l(k) 
+:Z I [  , ] {[x'. }=0, p=0,1 
i= o x. (0) 1 1 
1 (3.26) 
where the superscript over ~j as (p) denotes zeroth 
and first derivative. 
Since xj(T,...) is a function of xi(0 ), xi(0), i=l,2,...,n 
the total variation can be expressed as 
a x (p) T, 
[5 x(P)(T,...)](k)=l~l[ i ( "")](k)[8 x i (0)1 (k) 
j "= a x i (0) 
(P) 
n a x i (T'"')](k) , (0)](k) 
+i=lZ [ axe(0) [Sx i p=0,1. (3.27) 
when p=0, we compare (3.27) with the First equation 
of (3.23), to obtain 
[y(J)(0)l(k) _ [a x i !T,...ll(k) 
i = a x i (bT (3.28) 
(j)' _(k) a Xl (T,...) ](k): 
[y. (o)1 = [ 
1 a x i CO) 
and hence the first equation of (3.23) can be written 
as  
(k) n ,axi(T,... )](k) 
- [Sxj(T)] +iZ,=lt jX~(0) [8 x~ (0)] (k) 
+Y~n [ a x i (T,...)](k) [8 x i (0)] (k) =0 
i=1 a x i (0) 
which is from the definition of ~j(t) is 
t8  (T/lCk)+ (k) t8 xl (o) 1 (k) 
i=1 a xi(0) 
n a #j (T) (k) xi(0)](k)+ (0)](k)= + z [ 1 [8 [Sxj 0 
i=1 axi(0 ) 
from (3.22), we get 
[¢j(T)](k)+ ~ a~i (T  )](k) [8 ' 
i= 1[a x~(O) xi (O)](k) 
n +Z 
i=1 
a #; iT) .(k) xi (0)](k) --a---- I  [a = 0 
a x i (0) 
which is same as (3.26) for p=0 because of (3.25). 
Similarly, we can prove this for p-- 1. Hence the method 
is equivalent to Newton's method, therefore the 
Kantorovich su£f3cient theorem ([81 page 367) can be 
applied which furnishes a theoretical basis for the 
convergence of the process and an estimate of the rate 
of convergence. 
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